Abstact: This study investigated the stability of locus equation parameters, slope and y-intercept, in a group of 20 speakers, 10 mate and 10 female, who produced ibVt/, IdVt/, and /gVt/ syllables in hyperarticulated relative to hypoarticulated speaking styles. Locus equations were derived for each stop consonant across the two speaking style conditions. Results to date reveal only moderate alterations in slope values and maintenance of sufficient contrast among stops in higher order locus equation acoustic space.
INTRODUCTION
Locus equations are linear regressions of the frequency of the F2 transition sampled at its onset on the frequency of F2 sampled in the midvowel for a single consonant coarticulated with a range of vowels. Locus equation scatterplots are consistently characterized as linearly correlated and tightly clustered to the regression line. This signature form has been interpreted as reflecting a self-organized vowel normalization of the F2 transition. At the categorical (rather than single token) level, the inherent vowel-context induced variability of the F2 transition becomes orderly and lawful in locus equation renditions.
Locus equation functions have different slopes due to varying degrees of coarticulation characterizing each stop place category. Locus equations have proven to be robust and consistent acoustic indices of stop place across diverse speakers, gender, languages, bite block speech, syllable position, and manner class. As locus equation slopes directly reflect the extent of coarticulation of the vowel on the pre-vocalic consonant, changes in coarticulation due to altered speaking rates and styles can change the slope of the locus equation and considerably weaken their status as place descriptors, There have been several experimental attempts to apply locus equations to the variability problem posed by altered speaking rate/style (l-4). While reporting small increases in locus equation slopes for spontaneous relative to citation-style hyperarticulated speech, none of the studies above included more than five speakers or tested the statistical significances of the slope differences. In addition, no analyses of the linearity of locus equation plots were performed as a function of speaking condition. The purpose of this study was to re-examine this issue with a substantially larger speaker population, utilize statistical tests of significance, and analyze the standard errors of estimate as they best reff ect linearity.
METHOD
Twenty speakers, 10 male and 10 female, served as speakers. Traditional citation-style lists were read in a careful hyperarticulated mode of talking. CVt stimuli beginning with /b/, /d/, and /g/ followed by 10 vowels (li I e E a a A o u 3 0 were randomized across 5 orderings yielding 50 pairs of data coordinates per locus equation plot for the citation-style condition. Each speaker also read a prepared narrative text in a relaxed and natural manner. They were instructed to read the text quasi-rapidly, as if they were talking to a friend. They were given extensive practice before recording. The text contained an overabundance of real words beginning with [bdg] in as many vowel contexts as possible. Digitization sampling was at 2OkHz using the Kay Elemetrics CSL system. F2 onset and F2 vowel frequencies were obtained directly from cursor positions on spectrograms as well as LPC analysis as previously described in the literature.
RESULTS
To date, data are complete for 7 male and 6 female speakers. The mean absolute difference in locus equation slopes for /bdg/ across the citation (c) and spontaneous (s) conditions are shown in Figure  1 . It can be seen that absolute mean slope differences were .03, .07,. 19 and . There was considerable variation across speakers as differences emerged in both amount of slope change across speaking conditions as well as direction of slope change (some speakers had higher slopes for citation style productions). Figure 2 shows slope/y-intercept coordinates for /bdg/ in citation vs. spontaneous speaking styles. Despite small differences it can be seen that relative acoustic separation is maintained among the three stops in the spontaneous speaking style condition. SEs were low for all conditions and ranged from a low of 66 Hz to a high of 139 Hz. The percent change in SE from citation-to-spontaneous speaking styles was 11.9% increase for fbVf utterances, 27.4% for /dVf utterances, 8.6% for IgVf-velar utterances, and 21.2% for /gV/-palatal utterances. Linearity was maintained for all subjects thus far measured for the spontaneous speech condition. Statistical tests await completion of all subjects. 
